
                                    Privacy Preferences Assessment   
 
Name: Click or tap here to enter text.  
Date: Click or tap here to enter text.        
QIDP: Click or tap here to enter text. 
 
Questions for the person:  

❖ Does the person want to access the front (or main) door to the home independently?  

☐ Wants a key 

☐ Wants the lock box code 

☐ Wants independent access, but needs physical modifications 

☐ No.   Is satisfied with team members supporting them to enter the home.  

☐ Unable to determine  

 

❖ Does the person want a lock on the bedroom door?   

☐ Yes, just wants to be able to lock the door from the inside for privacy 

☐ Yes, wants to lock the door from the inside AND have a key to lock and / or unlock the door 

from the outside  

☐ No 

☐ Unable to determine  

 

❖ Does the person want to have a means to lock up personal possessions or valuables?  

☐ Yes, wants a lock box or other means to secure items  

☐ No 

☐ Unable to determine 

 

❖ Does the person feel that empowered to have visitors at times and locations within the home as desired?  

☐ Yes   

☐ No, further discussion is warranted. 

☐ Unable to determine or does not want visitors 

 

❖ Does the person have a need or desire to be visually checked on during sleeping hours?  

☐ No 

☐ Yes, wants to be visually checked on and sleep logs should be in place  

☐ Yes, needs to be checked on due to a health, safety or support need.  

 Specify need (i.e. bathroom schedule, health condition, fall risk, etc): 
 Click or tap here to enter text. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



❖ Can the person identify whom to speak with if there are concerns about privacy outside of the home (i.e. at 
CLS, work etc.)?  

☐ Yes 

☐ No.   QIDP will work with person to identify a contact person.  

  
 

Question for the team: 

❖ Are there any safety or other concerns that need to be addressed related to privacy and locked areas?  

☐ No 

☐ Yes  

☐ Team Meeting will be held (as warranted) 

☐ Supports will be put into place to minimize safety risks and allow the person full access to 

privacy  

☐ A restrictive procedure is warranted, and will be submitted to the HRC.  

➢ As with all restrictions, this process will include an explanation of safety 
concerns, data collection, attempts at less restrictive supports and a fade plan.  

☐ Not applicable.    The person does not want a lock on their bedroom door or a key / lock box 

code to their home.  
 
 
Conclusion (check all that apply) 

☐ The person has or will have a key or lock box code to the front (or main) door.   

☐ The person has or will have a lock and / or key to their bedroom.     

☐ The person has or will have a means to lock up valuables.      

☐ The person is able to have visitors as desired within the home.   

☐ The person does not have a need or desire to be checked on during sleeping hours OR does have a need                    

and feels that this is a support rather than a restriction.   

            ☐ Privacy restrictions are in place.   Formal restrictive procedures are warranted.      

☐ The person does not want a key / lock box code to the home, a lock on the bedroom door, or a means 

to lock up valuables.  


